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Abstract
Recent advances in computing have enabled fast reconstructions of dynamic scenes from multiple im-
ages. However, the efficient coding of changing 3D-data has hardly been addressed. Progressive geo-
metric compression and streaming are based on static data sets which are mostly artificial or obtained
from accurate range sensors. In this paper, we present a system for efficient coding of 3D-data which
are given in forms of 2+1/2 disparity maps. Disparity maps are spatially coded using wavelets and tem-
porally predicted by computing flow. The resulted representation of a 3D-stream consists then of spatial
wavelet coefficients, optical flow vectors, and disparity differences between predicted and incoming im-
age. The approach has also very useful by-products: disparity predictions can significantly reduce the
disparity search range and if appropriately modeled increase the accuracy of depth estimation.
This work was partly supported by the German Research Association (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft – DFG) under the grant Bu
1259/2-1.
1. Introduction
The dramatic increase in bandwidth through optical communication motivated many new applications
that were hindered by the communications bottleneck. Many of them require the real-time streaming
of sensorial data acquired mainly from audio or video modalities. In this paper, we push the envelope
in multimedia communications by studying the problem of compression of 3D dynamic streams of
real imagery. This problem arises in applications like tele-immersion [7] where a depth-map is online
acquired at one site and transmitted to a remote display station where a user can be immersed in the
transmitted scene.
This is different than progressively transmitting static graphics data which rather corresponds to the
progressive GIF or JPEG transmission. Geometric compression is an ongoing topic in computer graphics
with many recent approaches [6, 5]. Our work is related to compression of stereo-sequences [13, 15].
However, the purpose of these approaches is the best reconstruction of the original two images and not
of a depth map. From the perceptual point of view we are interested in the minimal loss in depth or
disparity accuracy.
In this paper, we assume that a depth map has been acquired by solving the correspondence problem
in stereo from multiple views. We assume that the scene is changing and that such a depth map is
produced in a constant frame-rate. Coding a 2+1/2 map like a depth map is also different than coding
arbitrary surfaces because we have a very simple topology. Dynamic surface compression is actually in
our ongoing agenda.
We further assume that in addition to the depth maps we have a texture image fully calibrated with
respect to the depth map. In this paper we propose a disparity stream compression scheme that is based on
image-based flow estimation and disparity prediction. This is different than approaches which compute
the 3D flow of a scene [16] and different than model-based approaches.
We propose a formula for the prediction of the stereo disparity based on the image velocity and the
local depth gradient.
Predicting disparity is of interest for at least two purposes:
1. Efficient coding of the sequence of disparity maps.
2. Reducing the disparity computation by restricting the search-space according to the predicted dis-
parity.
We will not study here the second point. Our compression scheme is based on an initial segmentation
of the scene in depth-coherent regions. Then, optical flow (either constant or affine model) is computed
for each region. Using the optical flow information and the prediction formula we warp the current
map to a predicted disparity map. We compute then the difference between the predicted and the actual
disparity map. We compress this difference using JPEG-2000. Our coding consists then of the coded
difference plus the region descriptions and their flow.
A simple example of the required bandwidth for a single disparity stream (not counting the texture)
is 30 fps x (320 x 240) pix/f x 16bits/pix = 37 Mbps. If the JPEG-2000 difference compression for the
same resolution yields a compression rate of approximately 60:1. We will show in the results how this
example is related to real disparity sequences in a particular application.
The sequel of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we first introduce the basic notations and
review the relation between disparity and depth information. We then present a differential method for
predicting disparity from the preceding disparity map and the optical flow of the two image sequences.
Results are presented in section 3 before we conclude and give an outlook on future work in section 4.
2. Predicting Disparity
We begin by briefly describing the relation between disparity and depth information. Assume a scene
viewed by a pair of parallel, strongly calibrated cameras with focal length   and baseline length  . A
scene point  	
 is projected to ﬁﬀﬂﬃ in the left image and to ! "# $%ﬀ&  in
the right image. The origins of the image coordinate systems are at the centers of the respective images.
The origin of the world-coordinate systems is the midpoint of the two centers of projection. The  -, ' -
and # -axes are parallel to the baseline, connecting the two centers of projection. The  -axis is parallel
to the line of sight of the two cameras. The disparity at ( is defined as )*+#*,-# . Given  ,   , and










i.e. the depth  of the scene is proportional to the reciprocal disparity.
2.1. The DCCE
Video coding standards like MPEG use motion-compensated prediction in order to exploit temporal
redundancies between subsequent frames of image sequences. A motion vector is stored together with
each image block, relating image blocks in subsequent frames. (See [8] for a description of the MPEG
video compression standard.) In the encoding stage these motion vectors have to be calculated which
can be accomplished by estimating the optical flow of the image sequence.
Optical flow estimation relies on the so-called brightness change constraint equation (BCCE). Let
B
CD%EF be the image intensity at point  at time E . The BCCE expresses the assumption that there is no





















 and N+WC)G3ﬂ)GEﬁ)Xﬀ03=)&EF  is the optical
flow. See [1] and [2] for an overview of the vast amount of literature on optical flow estimation.
A straightforward extension of this method to disparity images would lead to the introduction of
a disparity flow which could be estimated by the disparity change constraint equation (DCCE). The








where the disparity image is just treated as a gray-value image. Assume now that the two parallel cameras
are viewing a textured (in order to make disparity estimation feasible), fronto-parallel plane. In this case
the disparity is constant within the whole field of view which leads to HYJ?)#CD%EFPWR and therefore
Z
Z[
)#KDFEF(\R . The latter is obviously only true if the motion of the plane is purely parallel to the image
plane. This restriction to motions with constant distance to the cameras is much too strong for most
practical applications where we want to deal with objects approaching the cameras or departing from
them. We thus have to abandon the DCCE and look for an alternative equation.
2.2. Differential Disparity Prediction
Instead of treating disparity in the same way as an intensity image we make use of the defining relation
between the disparity and corresponding points in the left and right image. We consider the camera pair








 	 %EF (6)
The parameter 	 allows us to identify and track points on the surface over time. A surface point defined
by 	 and E is mapped to the image point with image coordinates  /
	 FEF in the left image and to
. M
	 %EF in the right image. We assume that the mapping between the image coordinates and the surface
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	 %EF (8)
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	D%EF @ (9)
Here )?3ﬂ)GE;  F
	 %EF is the velocity of the projection of the 3D surface point  
	DFEF to the left (right)
image. We will approximate this term by the optical flow estimated from the left and right image se-
quences. Note, that the predicted disparity

)
	 %E16 EF is given for the next instance in time but for the















Using the gradient of the disparity map we can approximate the disparity locally by a linear expansion.
This allows to estimate the predicted disparity at the old image coordinates from the predicted disparity
at the new image coordinates:
)C FEF'\)#C  6  %EFM,( .<L HT)#C %EF@ (11)
2.3. Region-based Disparity Propagation
Another way to predict disparity in future frames is to exploit the scene structure described in the dis-
parity map itself. A rough segmentation of the disparity image allows us to estimate optical flow values
for a sparse set of regions that actually reflect coherent scene components. Points within regions are then
uniformly propagated to predict the next disparity frame.
Segmentation is achieved using flood fill or seed fill [14, pp. 137-141], a simple polygon filling al-
gorithm from computer graphics. We want to construct regions of similar disparity so we limit the
maximum disparity range. The flood fill spreads until a threshold on the maximum change in disparity
from the value at the original seed pixel is violated. This essentially divides the underlying surfaces into
patches where depth is nearly constant. Only rectangular image windows are maintained, rather than
a convex hull or more complicated structure, as a result we allow regions to overlap. Small regions are
attributed to noise and deleted. Nearby or overlapping windows are merged when the difference between
the region mean disparities is small. As regions are constructed and merged, a region label is maintained
for each valid disparity pixel (see Fig 1). To propagate disparity, a single flow    0 is computed for
Labeled Disparity Locations







Fig. 1. The disparity values labeled according to the assigned regions.
the entire region

 for the left image sequence using the familiar Lucas and Kanade method [9]. Region
positions are propagated to the right sequence using their mean disparity ( '   ,	)
 ), and right flow
      is calculated. Finally the disparity map  C FEF is propagated by  E for each pixel   1ﬁﬀ0
labeled as belonging to extracted region   as follows:
)#K  6  OE%E
 
  )C FE'6I  <,   /  E@
This approximation is similar to (9) with the only difference that only one flow vector is assigned to each
region.
3. Results
In our experiments we use a configuration of three strongly calibrated non-parallel cameras. A correla-
tion technique similar to the one presented in [12] is used for estimating the disparity between the center
and right camera. Before estimating the disparities the images are rectified in order to obtain parallel
epipolar lines. The disparity value with the highest sum of the correlations in the left and right camera
pair is chosen as disparity estimate.
Figure 2 shows one frame of a sequence taken by the three cameras. The resulting disparity map and
a side-view of the 3D reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 3, respectively. The reconstruction consists of a
set of points. No triangulation is applied to the data.
3.1. Compression of a Single Disparity Frame
The disparity is estimated from three views taken with a rigid setup of three strongly calibrated, non-
parallel cameras. The used algorithm is based on the one presented in [12].
Fig. 2. Three views which are used for the 3D reconstruction.
Fig. 3. A disparity map (left) and the 3D reconstruction obtained from it.
Wavelet transform coding schemes have proven to be very efficient in image compression [4, 10].
In order to compress a single disparity frame we use a JPEG 2000 codec which incorporates wavelet
based compression1. For an overview of the JPEG 2000 standard see [11]. In the current implementation
the disparity map is only defined within a foreground mask. Disparity values for the background are
not evaluated and are thus not defined. In order to apply the encoder to the disparity map, we assign
values to the pixels with undefined disparity. In our experiments we fill the background smoothly from
the boundary of the foreground mask to the image boundary. The resulting disparity map is shown in
Fig. 5 (right). After the reconstruction of the disparity map from the wavelet coefficients these values are
removed. For this reason the foreground mask is stored as well.
Another possibility is to pad the undefined regions with zeros. However, using the zero padded dispar-
ity map shown in Fig. 5 (left) leads to distortions at the transition between foreground and background
at high compression ratios.
Compression results are shown in Fig. 4. We give the data rate in bits per pixel (bbp), where all the
pixels of the disparity map (320 x 240 in our experiments) are counted, whether a value is assigned or
not. We also give the number of bits per vertex (bpv) of the final reconstruction. It is worth noting that
Fig. 4. Reconstruction from compressed disparity map using JPEG 2000 at 0.135 bpp or 0.37 bpv (left) and 0.073 bpp or 0.2 bpv (right).
the reconstructions obtained from highly compressed disparity maps are not only degraded to a certain
degree. At the same time they are smoother and outlier are removed to a certain extend which is a natural
consequence of discarding high frequency wavelet coefficients.
3.2. Disparity Prediction
In our experiments we compare four methods for the prediction of the disparity at time E   SE06 OE from
the disparity at time E  :
1 The free demo version of Image Power Inc.’s JasPer 0.072 codec was used.
Fig. 5. A disparity map with the background set to a constant value (left) and with a smooth transition to the background. The values within
the foreground mask are the same in both cases.







2. The predicted disparity )    K.#%E    is obtained based on the optical flow as in (9). Since this pre-
diction is displaced by the motion vector field between the left frame at time E and E   , we warp the
prediction to the correct position according to the optical flow.
3. The prediction )    C FE    is obtained similarly to )    K #%E    . However, instead of warping the
predicted disparity map according to the optical flow, the gradient of the disparity is used as in (11)
in order to position the predicted disparity map correctly.
4. The region based prediction )   K #%E    as described in section 2.3.
We estimate the optical flow in the central and the right image sequence. We use the method of Lucas
and Kanade [9] for the estimation of a dense flow field and the wavelet based method of Bernard [3]
for the estimating a single flow vector for each 

 block. We used the 4 abovementioned methods
Fig. 6. The difference between the next disparity frame estimated using correlation and the the predicted disparity. Left: Region based
method. Right: mothod 1.
for disparity prediction on a sequence of 12 frames. Methods 2 and 3 were applied using the dense flow
estimated by Lucas’ and Kanade’s method and the block wise flow estimated by Bernard’s algorithm.
The prediction errors are summarized in table 1. Figure 6 shows the two difference images obtained
Method M. abs. err. (pxl’s) M. rms (pxl’s)
1 1.75 2.06
2 (Lucas) 1.05 1.52
2 (Bernard) 1.75 2.06
3 (Lucas) 1.05 1.53
3 (Bernard) 1.75 2.06
4 1.02 1.30
Table 1. The mean absolute error in pixels and the mean of the root of mean squares-error in pixels measured on a sequence of 12 frames.
from methods 1 and 4, respectively. The outliers in the first frame lead to high differences which cannot
be predicted by any of the methods. In the other areas the difference is noticebly smaller for method 4.
3.3. Compressing the Disparity Stream
The results in Sect. 3.2 indicate that method 4, i.e., the region-based disparity propagation yields the
best predictions. A second advantage of this method is the sparseness of the optical flow field. In the
current experiments the algorithm generated average of 26 regions. This is crucial since the optical flow
field must be transmitted together with the comressed difference image, so that a full flow field is not
feasible for compression purposes. The scheme in Fig. 7 shows the update process for one disparity
frame with disparity prediction from the preceding frame. In order to update one frame, we have to
transmit the parameters for the regions, a list of flow-vectors (one per region), the foreground mask for
the next frame, and the compressed difference between the predicted and the measured disparity. We
Data to be transmitted for
frame update
Regions (    )




frame  and frame 





Fig. 7. Scheme of the frame update.
count the number of bits needed: A rectangular region can be identified by its center, its width and its
hight, each represented by one byte ( :  L   L   : bits). Each flow-vector is represented by two bytes
( :  L:/L   bits). The compressed of the foreground mask needed about 8000 bits in our experiments.
The disparity difference images are compressed by first quantizing to 8 bpp and then compressed using
JPEG 2000 with a ratio of roughly 64:1 resulting in 1300 bytes = 11 Kbits on average. This leads to an
overall number of about 20 kbits to transmit per frame update. A uncompressed disparity frame is stored
at an accuracy of 16 bpp at a resolution of   :=R

:GR pixels which results in 1.23 Mbits. We thus achieve
a compression ratio of 60:1 (see Fig. 8)2.
Fig. 8. A frame decoded from the previous decoded frame and the compressed difference, flow vectors and background mask (compression
ratio 60:1).
4. Conclusion
We have addressed the subject of sequences of 3D data in the context of realtime stereo reconstructions.
In this scenario the data is given in form of 2D images and the 3D reconstruction is obtained from a 2D
disparity map, as opposed to most computer graphics applications where complicated 3D data is given
in the form of irregular meshes. The availability of highly elaborated 2D image compression schemes
makes it seem reasonable to compress the 3D data based on the 2D disparity map.
We achieve a compression rate of 60:1 for the geometry data. The compression of the sequence of
texture maps has not been addressed yet. It is planned to address the compression of geometry data and
texture simultaneously, using the same flow fields in both cases.
2 The movies submitted together with this paper show one uncompressed and one compressed sequence of reconstructions. The com-
pressed sequence was generated by compressing the first frame as a single frame and all subsequent frames via region based prediction
and compression of the difference images. Please note that the first four or five frames of the compressed sequence are of acceptable
quality and the sequence starts to degrade for later frames due to propagation of the error.
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